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1. INTRODUCTION

-. PURPOSE

':Ius report summarizes tne Vessel Traffic Services Traffic

Aana&ement Study. The project was part of tne Coast Geard's research and

Idve..)pnent i.n Vessel. Traffic Services (VTS) and was aimed at developing

t netri,>ology for assessing tne impact of traffic management on port

3srety and :apacxty. The metnodology developed centered on a vessel

-rartric simu~ation wnicn models vessel traffic under a broad range of

;on.iitions. Key parameters such as port characteristics, traffic manage-

nent -ecnniques, environmental factors, traffic level, traffic density,

• .sse. tjpes and traffic routes within the port can be varied as neces-

ar- f )r a simulation. The model provides measures of safety and capac-

. j anl permits a comparison of these factors when the basic parameters

irt :aried.

The role of simulation in VTS research and development is dis-

:ussed with empfasis on the Vessel Traffic Simulation Model developed

ir.rW tne stady. Recommendations for the application of the model are

presented.

No special knowledge of eitner Vessel Traffic Services or simula-

t' -n :ecnniques on the part of the reader is presupposed. Both topics

-ire sufficiently addressed in the report to make the objeczives and meth-

)ds of tne study understandable. Much of the supporting documentation

ia lata for tne material presented is identified in the bibliography.

BACKGROUND

A major objective of Vessel Traffic Services is to reduce the

-mer of accidents in a narbor. Vessel Traffic Services are utilized in

an! f )reign and American ports to cope with increasing demands on
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restricted waters by larger merchant vessels and greater traffic volumes.

The main impetus for VTS in the U.S. lies in the Ports and Water-

ways Safety Act of 1972, which authorizes the Coast Guard to "...estab-

lish, operate, and maintain vessel traffic services and systems for

ports, harbors, and other waters subject to congested vessel traf-

fic...". The U.S. Coast Guard operates all official VTS in the United

States.

In the United States, VTS are presently operating in New Orleans,

Houston - Galveston, San Francisco, Puget Sound, Valdez, Alaska and New

York. These installations rely primarily on Very High Frequency (VHF)

ship-to-shore communications to monitor vessel traffic. Vessels report

their positions, approximate speeds and destinations at established check

points and in return are provided with traffic advisories by the Vessel

Traffic Center (VTC). Shore-based surveillance radars or closed-circuit

television are used in certain ports to supplement the check-point infor-

mation in congested or hazardous areas. The VTC maintains situation dis-

plays, either manually or with computer assistance; vessel positions be-

tween check-points are obtained from dead-reckoning and by monitoring

bridge-to-bridge communications. Participation in the VTS in the ports

of Valdez and Puget Sound is mandatory; in the other ports, participation

is voluntary. The Coast Guard has successfully encouraged participation

in VTS in ports where VTS is voluntary. Vessels required to participate

are usually ships of 300 gross tons or larger and vessels carrying pass-

age for hire. Pleasur, boats and smaller commercial vessels such as

fishing boats do not usually participate in a VTS. The Vessel Traffic

Center is aware of special conditions involving these types of vessels

(such as regattas or fishing activities in or near shipping lanes) and

advises vessels of these situations as necessary.

Vessel Traffic Services in the U.S. do not attempt to manage

traffic. Furthermore, the extent to which some form of traffic manage-

ment, as might be exercised with more sophisticated VTS capabilities than

presently exist, could prevent marine accidents has not been fully
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determined. The types of accidents that arepreventable have not been

completely identified. International experience wit' VTS and qualitative

analyses have indicated that appropriate traffic management can prevent

some traffic accidents through the elimination of inherently hazardous

circumstances. The objective of the VTS Traffic Management Study was to

provide a way to assess the potential for traffic management to prevent

or reduce marine accidents in ports and harbors.

The VTS Traffic Management Study consisted of five distinct

phases. The first phase--definition--consisted of estaolishing the VTS

data base, defining hazards to navigation and traffic capacity, and iden-

tifying techniques for traffic management. Measures to evaluate the ef-

fectiveness of traffic management techniques in terms of safety and capa-

city were developed. The second phase--development--consisted of devel-

oping techniques to calculate hazard potential and traffic capacity. The

Vessel Traffic Simulation Model was developed during this phase together

with algorithms to calculate safety and capacity. The third phase-

--evaluation--consisted of identifying trade-offs between safety and ca-

pacity. Methods for comparing cost and effectiveness of traffic manage-

ment alternatives were evaluated. The fourth phase--testing--consisted

of establishing that the model teasonably simulates actual vessel move-

ment s.

The fifth phase--further testing and verification of the Vessel

Traffic Simulation Model--consisted of investigating extended applica-

tions of the model. Stochastic variability in certain decision-making

functions of the model was introduced and a model for towboat traffic on

the Mississippi River was devised.

1.3 VESSFL TRAFFIC SIMULATION MODEL

The major result of the study was a Vessel Traffic Simulation

Model. This computerized model simulates the movements of vessels in

ports by maintaining a record of the geographic position of each vessel.

1-3



A vessel's recorded position is changed by the ship's own motion and by

currents subject to physical laws. Vessels follow flexible pro-planned

routes and make appropriate maneuvers to avoid collisions when encoun-

tering other vessels. Second order response functions are used to model

the dynamics of the vessels so that turns and changes in speed are con-

tinuous and realistic. The model may be set up for any port by defining

the harbor boundaries and a set of reference track lines which estab-

lishes the vessel traffic route structure. Any number of a large variety

of vessel types and sizes may be simulated. Vessel parameters including

maneuvering characteristics and routes are specified as input to the pro-

gram. Other inputs include environmental factors incluiing water current

and visibility.

When a ship encounters another ship, or a fixed object, tne model

invokes conflict resolution logic that determines the burdened vessel's

maneuvers. The general procedures for conflict resolution are:

i) Zrossing -- the burdened vessel will alter its speed to give

free passage to tne privileged vessel.

2) Meeting -- the burdened vessel will alter its course in such a

way as to pass tne privieged vessel at a safe distance. In

tnis case, a neading cnange is made and neld until the safe

distance is reacned. Tne vessel then returns to the original

neading out maintains tne new separation distance.

3) Overtaking -- a vessel will attempt to overtaKe another vessel

only if there is sufficient room on eitner the port or star-

Doard sides so _nat tne overtaking will oe Jone at a safe dis-

tance. If overtaKIng is poss&IOe, tne vessel wil alter its

neading until tn safe distance is attained, and then return

to the origina. neading and .amplete the overtaking maneuver.

If overtaxing is not possible, the vessel will reduce its

speed to matcn that of the predecessor and continue on its

planned :ourse.
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The model jenerates vessel track nstories for eacti vessel fro

its starting point anywnere in the port- to its iestination. When 1-.

vessels have completed tneir transits, significant events wnicn oc- orre:

lring tne si.nulation are summarized. These events include:

1) Time of Arrival of Vessel - tne time at which a vessel is
first included in the simulation. This may De at any time
during tae exercise.

2) Time of Departure of Vessel - the time that a vessel reac:;,6
its destination and is removed from the simulation.

3) Encounters - situations when two or more vessels meet mdr dt
least one maneuvers to avoid a conflict.

4) Very Close Encounters - encounters in whicn the closest pc,:-t
of approacn between ne vessels is less than a pre-defined
safe tre shold.

5) Extreme Maneuvers - events in which a simulated vessel oses
max' mun roidder or -ixi-uiu ,ecelerat-on. Note that t:iee max -
mums appli to simulated vessels and not real world metnods M

maneuver :ig.

,) Port :aac-tj - the practical maKimum rate of flow toat -:e

port conrfi-gurat-on -an 5afe-/ Sustain.

7) Mass .Xrrdno 3oeffrcert - a measure of port safer w -n
relates t:arff- ;oime to rsK of accident.
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2. HAZARDS TO NAVIGATION AND HAZARD POTENTIAL

In cns part of tne VTS Tratfic Management Stuiy, tne zoncept )t

i aazard to navigation was defLned and ;-ategorized. Metnods to calculate

.azard potential were tnen developed.

2.1 IDENTIFICATION, DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF HAZARDS

The definition of a nazard to navigation is Dasic to anailzing

accidents and assessing tne causes of accidents. A definition of a haz-

ard wnich can be applied to measuring port safety was derived from the

analysis of historical marine casualty data. This definition is not

meant to be absolute, but rather to provide a frame of reference for ad-

Iressing the main results of the study. The definition provided is

tnerefore intended to be a working definition of a hazard.

A hazard to navigation is anything that causes undesired evasive

maneuvers or prevents 'required evasive maneuvers. This definition intro-

duces two concepts -- space and time -- which relate hazards to causes of

accidents. Hazards to navigation may restrict the freedom to maneuver or

the time available to execute maneuvering decisions. The area about a

vessel for maneuvering space and reaction time which must be clear of

other vessels, obstructions and the shoreline is called the effective

domain of a vessel. When the effective domain is violated, an evasive

maneuver is required. Th.e effective domain will be discussed in detail

in section 3 of this report.

2.1.1 Casualty Data Sources, Causes and Contributing Factors

Data from two principal casualty information sources were analyz-

ed to identify primary and contributing causes of accidents.

2-1
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Karine Vessel Casualtj Reports

The primary source of casualty infornation ,aed in Z114 ana.is.a

was the Marine Vessel Casualty Reports (14VCRj ILAt 046e p9eparelt D1y ttko

U.S. Coast ;uard from offLcial Casualty Reports Okste.rence . Mti PG Ci

Iata snows t.e primary cause of An ad>:ilent as eaL~rL..s&nlO .. .

invest i.at or s. Computer printouts were 3ut &ired tot -- -rojo .t'

:omp.ete) , 1-471- 974, and 1.,75 incump~otd, t. ig t:;e ftw 466 b ow 160.

5an Franc isco and Pujet Sound port ares. Mee 00 '. '16a -*1L .*a

lected on tne oasis if tLa range )t t~axt-. :.aL 0 *L...a &ra .6 ,.6

oer of casualties tny represent. he intormati jn it 0i.a", . .. eae

extracted from tnro MVCR Iata as nat-r. )t t; ie -ama.!, es.*1 7  &*86

contriuting factors and tne envizjimenta. o rj1.t .jna at t:-e ". '1 A 4 '

accident.

An analysis Wy type it ac,:;.4nt and a.- .xe- 4-.h.

types oy port area was performed. A SUMMAri it .'. .. a.

ysis is snown in Table 2-i. Tne anai.sis .ndcaied tr;a 7"46

accidents and types of accidents are rejated to t:e rapin.. en.:n-

mental and traffic cnaracteristics of the specr..,: port. .n t:.e je.

York/New Jersey port area, coliisions and jround.ans were eq..., :Ie-

quent while rammings were less frequent. San Francisco aad eq"s, iumeta

of groundings and rammings out a nigner numoer of co.iso ns. ",re ieej

water cnaracteristics of Puget Sound are evidenced oy tnat area iavi

the least number of groundings of tne taree port areas examinel.

The collision data for tne ports examined also i.adizate tnat te

type of collision is related to the prevalent traffic patternb if

port. For example, New York/New Jersey, wnicn is characterized Dy numer-

ous intersections and restricted maneuvering space, has tne nainest per-

centage of meeting collisions. Puget Sound, whicn nas Lnboundoutbouno

lanes of a traffic separation scheme, is nighent in overtaking collisions.
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rhaLs 2-2

PR1MARY 2 JUiE daRLA*WWN

?IV.R DATA (147U-j175)

II1 ...4?10v

PRIMARY .AUSES NEW YORK
NEW JERSEY SAN FRANCISCO PUGET SOUND

OLATION OF REGULATIONS 30 '8%, 11 18.3%) 13 12.9%)

,:,'.)v ERROR 93 18 7%j 31 23.5%) 14 1.ili

,tuDgkEffET ERROR 204 41%) 52 139.4%) 40 39.6%)

.4O'.ERSE ,EATHER 24 '48%) a 61%) 3 13.0%)

N%,SLA,. CURRENTS 9 9 1 8%) 0 3 3.0%)

ANK £ ECTS 1 2, 0 0

,'NCHART'ED S OAL 9 11 3%1 3 12.3%) 1 10%)

aESTRICTfO ANEUVERING ROOM 6 12%) 2 11.5%) 0

, RCT'- L.. FAILURE 32 &4%) 0 5 5.0%)

,fP% IT 'AILUjRE 37 7 4% T 11 4.3%1 11 10.9%

c4iL' - )'MER VESSEL 6 1 2% 0 0

E . ASvE WAANEUVER RESUL TED 3

N ASLtL T'v 13 '26%) I 0 1 10%

'..JA "ING SUBMERGED DEBRIS 40 .,1%) a '6.1%) 5 '5.0%)

%ADEOLAu E r1G CONTROL I 10%1 1 .8%1 1 1.0%)

NK %OVN s 1 36% . 4 4 0%,

TOTAL CASUALTIES 532 132 101
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2.2 CALCULATION OF HAZARD POTENTIAL

Two separate methods of calculating hazard potential were devel-

oped in the VTS Management Study. First, simulation modeli.ng was used

and emphasis was on conflicts between vessels. Second, a mass accident.

theory was developed which concentrated on characterizing tne statistical

relationship between accident frequency and vessel traffic volume in a

port.

2.2.1 Simulation Modeling Methods

Marine accidents in a port are relativell rare compared to tne

number of vessel transits. Because of tne scarcity of data, hazard po-

tentxal was evaluated by using reliable simulation to determine the tjpe.

of events which could result in an 4ccident. The Vessel Traffic Simula-

tion Model was used to simulate vessels maneuvering to avoid each otner

in potentially hazardous situations.

The four means of calculating nazard potential are described be-

low.

Encounters

An encounter is defined as a meeting between two vessels in which

one of the vessels must maneuver to avoid a conflict. Encounters are

normal meeting situations between vessels. In terms of rne simulation

logic, an encounter nas occurred whenever one vessel must cnange ,teadinq

or speed to avoid a second vessel. A vessel will remain in an encounter

status as long as the maneuver is continued.

The model determines the:

I) Number of encounters for each snip

2) Duration of each encounter

3) Total number of encounters.

2-5
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Also, for each encounter, the model determines the:

I) Type of encounter

2) Ships involved

3) Positions of ships

4) Rate of turn of each ship

5) Acceleration/deceleration of each ship.

Very Close Encounters

A very close encounter is defined as an encounter situation where

the distance between the two vessels is less than a prescribed thresh-

old. In the model, the threshold is proportional to the sum of the

lengths of the two vessels. The constant of proportionality is specified

by the user as an input to the program.

Very close encounters are situations where the vessels are maneu-

vering in close quarters. In the real world these would be considered

especially dangerous situations. It should be noted that a very close

encounter does not occur unless the vessels are already in an encounter.

If, for example, two vessels are sailing in opposite directions on dif-

ferent reference track lines and the model logic causes them to ignore

each other so that neither maneuvers to avoid the other, they will not be

recorded as having an encounter. This permits simulating real world sit-

uations such as passing in narrow channels which is often a normal occur-

rence.

The model determines the:

1) Number of very close encounters per ship

2) Total number of very close encounters for the simulation run.

Also, for each very close encounter, the model determines the:

1) Type of encounter when there is a very close encounter

2) Ships involved

2-6
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3) Positions of ships

4) Heading and speed of each snip

5) Distance between ships

6) Overlap of effective domains

7) Time duration for each very close encounter.

Extreme Maneuvers

An extreme maneuver is a maneuver which causes a simulated vesse-

to turn or decelerate at its maximum physical limit. The model comput:

a course or speed change in two steps. For a course change, a rudder

angle setting is derived from the desired heading, the present neading,

the present rate of turn and the ship dynamics. The rudder angle is cnen

converted to a rate of turn proportional to the rudder angle. A similar

process is performed for speed changes with propeller shaft RPM as tne

intermediate step. Both the rudder angle and the propeller shaft RPM

values are bounded in the model; the propeller shaft RPM may be negative

to simulate reverse thrust.

An extreme maneuver occurs when either the rudder angle or pro-

peller shaft RPM of a simulated vessel is set at a maximum value and tn

vessel is in an encounter situation. The model will select only values

sufficiently large to cause a vessel to avoid a conflict; tnerefore not

all conflicts will result in extreme maneuvers.

2.2.2 Mass Accident Distribution Theory

An analysis of historical data on traffic volume, number of car,4

tons, and accidents for selected ports showed that collisions per mill-.-

cargo tons was the only statistic which remained relatively trendless

over a long period of time during which numbers of vessels, collisions,

cargo tons, etc. grew significantly. This relationship led to the con-

clusion that an accident distribution function for which the risk of an

accident was dependent on the mass (in gross tons, displacement, etc.)

2-7



of the vessel could be developed. A strong relationship appeared to

exist between vessel mass and the risk of an accident. It was determined

that the draft of a vessel is directly related to the mass of a vessel.

The parameter defining this relationship was called the mass accident

coeff icient.

The mass accident coefficient was found to vary significantly

among vessel classes and ports for those ports investigated. The mass

accident coefficient is a directly proportional measure of the risk of an

accident in a specific port for a given type of vessel. Further data

analysis will be required, however, to establish the statistical validity

of this theory.

The mass accident coefficient was also found to exhibit growth

characteristics over time. This was shown for Tokyo Bay for which data

was analyzed for the years 1958-1968. In this port the data was suffi-

ciently large to pemit a yearly calculation of the mass accident coeffi-

cient. A function was derived representing the growth of the mass acci-

dent coefficient that potentially could predict the number of accidents

for future traffic volumes.

2.3 MEASURES OF SAFETY

The measures utilized to evaluate port safety included the:

1) Number of encounters and very close encounters

2) Duration of encounters and very close encounters

3) Number of encounters and very close encounters by vessel draft

4) Extreme maneuvers by vessel draft

5) The mass accident coefficient.

Each of these measures of safety, discussed below, is calculated

by the simulation model.

2-8



Number of Encounters A :1 Vr 2Lje .. ,..

Althoughl vessel encountecrs aru! norine4. edvent.s trir ves- a.~isu

vering in restricted waters, it i. evident tna. trie ri. i ')t , c.l.ison

between vessels incereases as tne namDe r t ncounters increases. rtte

number of encounters tnat a vessel :is, tneret ore, .s an elementary Ln-

dicator of the vessel risk potential.

The number of very -lose en2ouiters tor eiac vesse i.L L1 stronez

measure of risk potential. iince eacn very ;.e encouncer is a. u n

encounter, the set of very -lose encounters turns a suDset of t:le set of

encounters. It was found that tne r.,.imner of very close encounters, ex-

pressed as a percentage of cotai encounters, varies consideraD wirtri tne

port situation. Very close encounters represent a significant proportion

of all encounters wnen, because of (si.Aulaced) li.nmied Visinility or re-

stricted maneuvering space, encounters do not occur until vessels are

quite close. in tnese situations an encounter iulc l1 Decones a very

flose encounter.

Duration of Encounters and Very Close Encounters

The duration of an encounter or very, lose encounter is zne t.ime1 interval from the Deginning of an encounter to tne time when tne s-tia-

* tion is resolved, eitnex oy evasive maneuvers, turn-offs, or remova. of a

vessel from the systen. The duration is an important measure of r~sK

potential since it adds informat .on about tne encounter sicuatjn wnicn

is not available from a simple count of encounters.

Encounters and Very Close Encounters by Vessel Draft

In order to present statistics on encounters ind very close en-

counters by types or classes of vessels, it aas necessary to identifi a
single parameter which could -haracterize vessels. Vessel draft was

chosen since the mass accident Jistrinution tneory suggested a



correlation Detween vessel draft and risk potential. Furthermore, there

are tneoretical (non-linear) relationships between draft and other param-

eters sucn as length, beam and jross tonnage. Therefore, data concerning

encounters and very close encounters is presented in terms of the drafts

of tne vessels involved.

Extreme Maneuvers bi Draft

The numier of extreme maneuvers used tfy vessels provides a measure

of risK potential for a port situation. Extreme maneuvers reflect situa-

tions where conflicts must be resoLved quicKly after conflict detection.

These situations mignt occur because tne time for conflict resolution is

redued by simulated low visiDiiiti or by traffic congestion where ves-

sels move from encounter to encounter in rapid succession.

Mss Accident Coefficient

The mass accident coefficient is calculated for eacn simulation

run. The tneoretical Jorivacion of tnis parameter indicates tnat it may

provide a measure of tne relative safet j of a port under varying condi-

t ions.
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3. :APAC'Y

3. DEFINITIJN -)F -APA,::v A:JI, T: ~,:rt
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3.2.2 Indirect Capacity Calculations

As tne number of vessels simultaneously transiting a haroor in-

-reases, ;.ne number of conflicts between vessels will probably increase.

At tne other extreme, if vessel density is sufficiently low, a snip can

proceed through the port without having to maneuver to avoid other

S.ups. As density increases, congestion begins to occur, resulting in

:onflicts. Port capacity is affected when vessels must alter routes,

arrival/departure times or transit times. Therefore various indirect

2a.culations oi capacity -an be developed based on the frequency of yes-

se. encounters anu other interactions.

The simulation events which provide these calculations are:

1) Encounters and very close encounters

2) Extreme maneuvers

3) Transit times

Encounters and Very Close Encounters

Encounters and very close encounters reveal the effects of varia-

tions in vessel density. They are more indicative of capacity limits.

For example, if vessels are added to the port and no appreciable increase

in frequency or duration of these situations occurs, then the capacity of

zne system is not being taxed. If, however, variations in vessel inputs

result in disproportionate changes in the frequency and duration of these

situations, then demands on the capacity of the port may be excessive and

a reasonable capacity level has been exceeded.

Extreme Maneuvers

An extreme maneuver was defined as a rudder angle setting at its

maximum or minimum limit corresponding to a maximum rate of turn or a

propeller shaft RPM setting corresponding to the maximum deceleration of

a vessel. An extreme maneuver is recorded in the simulation only when a

vessel is in a conflict situation. This prevents normal maneuvers using

3-4
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maximum rudder or screw RPM from Dei:iq -,Jfitt, a . jnm ..a'.. '

unless the vessel is involved in a . . , .. ,,

in extreme maneuvers is multiple vesse- 'ur.!i -' 3, 1

system loading. The first conflict requr,. -.-

changes by the burdened vessel. Eaci idji.fnd .. :. tri..

additional heading or speed alterations. ' e *: n, ,. :.-

ations in vessel traffic result in larger hr o I:. ::...

extreme maneuvers, the safe capacity of tne port i:.:i :-a.<e±.

Transit Time Calcdtiu--n:s

The transit time of a vessel is tne Iifrenc:.e.< -

it enters the simulation and tne Lime it arrives it - st r..

Actual transit time refers to the Lime requi red f r * s F

its passage when tne model uses zonfl.ct reso ti-,. anez:: aY,:

changes whereas baseline transit time is pd su1e -. e : --

conflict resolution. The latter is tne outL.nm :.r .e : i.-.e: n

speed of the vessel.

If the differences between actual transi :.ne. , z ae

transit times are small, tne capaci-:of ne :ste,.

As the difference between tne actual trans-t. times i;.

transit times become larger, it may be inferrei tha- :u:1ani7 r t... s-

tern capacity have increased. Larger differences rnsat i:.

some combination of the following situations:

1) Greater frequency and duration of :onf .Its i:. -:e si'sten,

resulting in reduced speeds and ncreased transit -,es

2) More multiple vessel conflicts. Adlitioni. oaue modi0,1-

tions and/or speed decreases may oe requirei srr: eac:. a 2-

tional conflict.
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4. "ArF.': ,A4AGE.4E'r YEN'E

4.1 :DENTIFY AND .)EF::'Ni RAMN. Mi AOS

VrS operating ra,-es nai' Pa si.'e jr active. In t;.e ?'assive

4ode, a lenera set of routes . lefinel :.ong dit:i ruies jr guideine

t n the mariner for navigating :ns vessel. The burden is jr tne mariner

-o safeF navigate tne routes acc)ri:N o t-ne ruies it;.% no Addlronal

information from a VTS.

Three categories _r active operating moues for VTS include in-

torming, Hazard Detecting, and Routing. In tne Informing Mode, the VTS

acquires, organizes and iissemina es information that might be useful to

mariners. Such information >-Duli include local weather conditions, tide

amd current conditions, presenct of nazards to navigation, traffic condi-

tions, etc. A VTS operating in tne Informing Mode might issue relevant

ar ormation at reguiar intervais over VHF-FM radio and/or at tne request

of specific vessels.

In tne Hazard Detecting Mode, the VTS evaluates traffic informa-

i.,on to anticipate potential :onflict situations. When a potential con-

flict is identified, tne VTS will contact tne involved vessel(s) and is-

sue a warning of tne conflict or a directive for avoiding the conflict.

A VTS operating in tne Hazard Detecting Mode also provides the traffic

and navigation information tnat an Informing Mode VTS disseminates.

A VTS operating in tne Routing Mode provides congestion free

routing f r- al. esses to max;.nize traftic flow wnile providing the ser-

vices of an nforming and Aazar: Detecting VTS. To accotnplisn tnls, the

'"rS must perform t.imell anajs._; oft traffic and navigation conditions,

identify routes for aiX vei.je,'s, i . prDj;ie depar:ure and arrival times

-_ ensure that tne neect I wi ne :onflict-free.



The tnree active operatinj modes require a faci. iy from wnicn to

provide vessel traffic services. The amount and sopnisticac.on of tne

equipment and personnel required to provide services kincluding surveil-

lance, communications, data processing - automated or manual, Jisplay,

etc.) increases witn the responsioiliaies of tne VTS operating mode.

4.2 IDENTIFY AND DEFINE TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT TECHNIUES

Witnin each VTS operating mode, traffic management tecnniques

nave been identified tnat may be used ro provide tne required vessel

traffic services. These eight tecnniques can De ordered in a nierarcny

according to an increasing level of traffic management:

1) Rules of Road

2) Traffic Separation Schemes

3) Navigation Advisories

4) Traffic Advisories

5) Traffic Warnings

6) Conflict Resolution

7) Departure/Arrival Control

8) Route/Speed Assignments

Figure 4-1 indicates those traffic management techniques that may

be utilized in each of the four VTS operating modes. As the VTS oper-

ating mode is advanced from Passive to Routing, an increasing number of

traffic management techniques may Je used. Each of the tecnniques is

described below.

Traffic management by the RULES OF THE ROAD includes the use of

all existing rules that apply to U.S. ports and harbors and inland water-

ways, local rules, notices to mariners, available floating and tixod aids

to navigation and the channel network that exists in specific ports.

A TRAFFIC SEPARATION SCHEME separates opposing lanes of traffic

and may use a separation zone whLcn no vessel is allowed to enter between
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6052

'ITS OPERATING~MODES

TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES CZ

. z C

RULES OF THE ROAD X X X x
TRAFFIC SEPARATION SCHEMES X X X X

NAVIGATION ADVISORIES X X X

TRAFFIC ADVISORIES X X X

TRAFFIC WARNINGS X X

CONFLICT RESOLUTION X X

0EPARTURE/ARRIVAL CONTROL x

ROUTE/SPEED ASSIGNMENTS X

Figure 4-1 Traffic Management Techniques
Used in VTS Operating Modes
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the lanes. A separation scneme may also be defined within a one-way lane

of traffic to separate vessels by size and draft. The separation schemes

can be indicated on navigation charts and implemented with buoys.

These two traffic management techniques can be utilized in a

Passive VTS.

In traffic management by NAVIGATION ADVISORIES a VTS issues gen-

eral environmental and operational information such as local weather con-

ditions and anticipated changes, current and tide conditions and antici-

pated changes, changes in position or condition of aids to navigation,

and the existence of hazards to navigation (such as an uncharted shoal or

a reported vessel grounding). This technique requires the VTS to have a

central facility with communications to acquire relevant information and

to broadcast it to mariners. It does not require any surveillance capa-

bility but the approach is improved if mariners contact the VTS immedi-

ately to report changes in navigation conditions.

The use of TRAFFIC ADVISORIES is closely related to the previous

technique. In addition to providing navigation information, the Vessel

Traffic Center (VTC) monitors all participating vessels and issues advi-

sories on traffic conditions throughout the port. The monitoring can be

done with reports from mariners (e.g., a Vessel Movement Reporting System

(VMRS)) or with the aid of surveillance (e.g., Low Light Level Tele-

vision (LLTV) or radar) covering specific areas of the port.

The four traffic management techniques described so far can be

used by a VTS operating in the Informing Mode. These traffic management

techniques are only advisory; and vessels participate on a voluntary

basis. The VTS does not take an active part in altering traffic distri-

bution or patterns. A more active role is initiated with the next man-

agement technique listed and the level of control exercised by the VTS

increases with each of the following traffic management techniques.
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In management by TRAFFIC WARNINGS a VTC monitors all 3particit-

ing vessels (and possibly others) and warns specific vessels of poten-

tial encounters during the vessel's transit. Altnougn tnis technique

could be implemented tnrougn a VMRS, tne :redibility of tne warnings wi..

be greatly increased if they result from active surveillarce an4 anai/l

on the part of the VTC. Traffic warnings should oe based on information

that is more accurate than tnat availabie witn tne traffi. advisories

technique. If a VMRS is employed, therefore, it would ne mandatory for

all participating vessels to report tneir arrival, speed, etc. at speci-

fied locations, and traffic conditions as tney see them. The VTC must

process this information in a timely manner in order to predict conflict

situations and issue the warnings. This requires some processing capa-

bility (manual, automated or some comination) at tne VTC. Aitnougn ne

is not required to act on these warnings, tne prudent mariner will rely

on this information as long as ne is assured tnat tne information is more

accurate, reliable, and up-to-date tnan nis on-Doari information.

In CONFLICT RESOLUTION tne VTC tracks all participating vessels

and other vessels and issues mandatory lirectives to specific vessels

only when a potential conflict nas been identified. These lirectives may

involve a change in the vessel's speed, route, course or may require a

vessel to anchor. With tnis cecnnique, tne VTC is actively managing

traffic in conflict situations.

The six traffic management tecnniques described above may be em-

ployed by a VTS operating in the Hazard Detecting Mode. The additional

two management techniques described below may be used by a VTS operating

in the Routing Mode.

With DEPARTURE/ARRIVAL CONTROL, The VTC has advance information

on vessels intending to enter or leave tne port and schedules the arrival

and departure of these vessels to minimize potential encounters along the

vessel's entire route. In addition, the VTC will track all participating

vessels, and possibly other vessels, and issue mandatory directives

should a conflict situation occur.
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The use of ROUTE AND SPEED ASSIGNMENTS is the highest level of

management provided by a VTS. The VTC tracks all vessels and controls

the movements of the participating vessels, whether or not a conflict

situation exists. It is the responsibility of the VTC to schedule the

arrival and departure time of all participating vessels, assign a con-

flict-free route through each vessel's transit, and assign speeds that

are to be maintained along each leg of the vessel's route. While this

might seem to be a tremendous amount of "external" control to the mari-

ner, this approach to traffic management could optimize port scheduling,

capacity, and traffic flow. Most mariners will gain speedier and safer

transits.
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5. POT DESCRIPTION PROCEDURE

Since tne Vessel Traffic Simulation Model is designed to simulate

real ports, a systematic methodology for collecting and organizing port

data is needed. This will form the basis of the simulation data base for

the port.

5.1 PURPOSE OF PORT DESCRIPTION

The port description procedure methodically organizes the data

base required for the analyses concerning vessel traffic management.

Published materials were the primary data sources used in the study; spe-

cial data collection activities such as traffic surveys were performed

only for the detailed analyses of the port of New Orleans.

The Elementary Harbor Unit (EHU) is the basic unit in a harbor in

which the shape, shoreline, waterway type, aids to navigation, traffic

patterns, vessel types, and environmental characteristics are as uniform

as possible. The EHU is used to identify the salient characteristic of a

port and provides an efficient means of breaking down the port into

smaller units. Most ports are not homogeneous, but vary in types of

waterways, vessel traffic composition, port facilities and other fea-

tures. Smaller subsections of the port (EHUs), which are homogeneous in

the salient characteristics, can be aggregated to portray the harbor.

The EHU concept permits a complex port to be described in terms of a set

of data elements which are consistent within that EHU; the total port is

then the aggregate of EHUs defined for that port.

5.2 EHU DEFINITION DATA SOURCES

The primary published data sources used in this study included:

1) Nautical Charts
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2) U.S. Coast Pilots (Reference 6)

3) Corps of Engineers, Port Series (Reference 7)

4) Guide to Port Entry (Reference 8)

5) Jane's Freight Containers (Reference 4

6) Tidal Current Charts (Reference IO)

7) Vessel Traffic Data - various ports (Reference li-,b

8) Waterborne Commerce of tne U.S. (Reference 17j

9) Data from the Marine Vessel Casualty Reportinq MVCR z system

(Reference I)

In addition to the publisned data sources listed above, a more

extensive data collection was performed for tne New Orleans port iescrip-

tion. These data sources and their applications are outlined in tne ru,-

lowing paragraphs.

1975 Traffic Survey

Coast Guard radar films of a 1975 vessel traffic survey performeo

in New Orleans were obtained and used to establish vessel and tracKline

definition.

Direct Observation

Direct observation data collection was performed for two days at

each of two observation sites and for three days at one observation site

in New Orleans during September, 1979. The data obtained defined types

and sizes of vessels, positions of the vessels in the channel, direction

of travel and approximate speeds.

New Orleans VTS

Personnel at the VTS in New Orleans, La. provided information on

preferred routes, reference track lines, river conditions, and maneuver-

ing practices.
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Int er views

Interviews were Lia.ted to informal liscussions witn working pi.-

.ots and tne civi ian pilot attached to tne New Orleans VTS. Contact

witn -_u pilots was primarily during vessel rides, when the opportunit/

t.) establisn a lialogue witn te pilot was best. During a ride, the ob-

server could aatn the actions of the pilot and discuss with nim tne rea-

sons t..r t:iese act .ons. jf particular importance was tne informaion

re-aitng mj tre piJt's preferred route cind nis perception of tn pre-

:erre& routes and proablde actions of otner pilots on tne river. This

-/pe )f infirmat)on was oest obtained from tne pilots in tne immediate

7 intext )f tne lecisons tney were naking on tme Dridge.

:he representative :racK lines obtained from the radar traffic

3"rvey were -omap red oxtn t.e mracK lines obrxained from i.Lrect ooserva-

-in and :ne tracK lines ietermined from interviews witn working pilots

and tne _.vilian pilot attacned to tie New Orleans VTS. All three iata

sources :-uncired )n jenera& traffic patterns. Differences within data

.)urces and oetiween lata sources were regarded as normal variations in

t preferences and vessel maneuvering cnaracteristcs.

!,jR7 oESCRP:JTN SYNTHESIS

The port iescripton :onsists of preparing Jetailed descriptions

it eatc EH'.

Trhe ma3or categories wnicn Jeftine tne EHU are:

Port Facim;.Les :',pes and -ocat-ons of tne port facilities es-

tabiisri wriat parts )f nhe nartor would oe used Dy participating vesseis

and wnat types of vessels tese would De.

EHU Structure EHUs are Jefined by snape and probable use.

Snure4Lne Cnaracteristcs Visibility in a port may be restricted

ny :erti ain type .f snorelines.

'



Waterway Characteristics The depths, location of channels, and

sizes determine traffic patterns.

Aids to Navigation These establish traffic patterns and routes;

also, restricted areas are defined.

Traffic Characteristics Traffic is characterized as opposing,

following, merging, crossing and maneuvering.

Vessels The types of vessels and spatial distribution by type or

class is established.

Cargo Cargo type and quantity establish traffic routes; hazard-

ous cargos may require special rules.

Environment Information on tides and tidal currents, winds and

factors affecting visibility such as fog, precipitation, etc. establish

maneuvering characteristics.
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0. SAFETY, -APACITY ANU :OST :01PAI SONS

To Aevelop campriaons of salety, :apacity ano cost and tne

trade-offs among tnes, eleven port areas representing sect ions of t;ne

ports of New York, New Orleans, Housion,' .iaAVeston and Puget Sound were

studIed. Several simulations were exercised for eacn of tnese ,ort areads

witn several types of traffic uanaement tecruniques. 2:st estmate6 were

calculated for VTS utilizing tnese istems. The estimated costs 1o not

necessar~i reflect mne actual costs of 'ITS wncn maj present.j exist

t:iese ports.

6.1 COST ESTI4ATION OF VARIOUS LEVELS OF TRAFFIC MANAGE4ENT

Cost estimates for Vessel Traffic Services vary witn the leve. or

sopnstication of tne system installed and the size of the port. Also,

for a given level of control, several traffic management approacnes are

possiDle and the system, hardware and operating personnel necesiary to

realize a traffic management approacn may also be varied.

Cost estimates (in 1979 dollars) include research and develop-

ment, acquisition, and installation costs, annual operating expenses, and

total 15 year costs (discounted at 10% per year to 1975 present value)

for several VTS systems which are representative of the range of system

capabilities.

The costs for the system components are .ncrementai. These cost

estimates were taken from a U.S. Coast Guard statement to the Zongres-

sional Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Navigation (Reference 18). In

addition to these costs, the statement also estimated incremental costs

of $4.5 million to $6.5 million to provide "sophisticated" automated ca-

pabilities.

The total cost estimates obtained are provided in Table 6-. for

three levels of traffic control comprising the six traffic management

tecnniques used in the simulation exercises in tnis study.

6-i
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62 SAFETY, CAPACITY AND TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT COST RELATIONSHIPS

The safety and traffic measures described earlier in ths report

were calculated for the ports and the traffic management tecnniques de-

scribed above. Selected results of the simulation are presented here.

Table 6-2 snows the number of encounters and very close encoun-

ters wruch occurred in a simulation run. These are given for tne port

areas and the traffic management approaches simulated. In addition, tne

ratio of encounters to verl close encounters is also presented. This

ratio identifies tne proportion of times that an encounter (a normal oc-

:urrence) results in a very close encounter. Tne ratio can assume a mag-

ni-ude between zero and one. Larger values correspond to more nazardous

situations. The range of values obtained correlates with the calculated

mass accident coeificient values. In eight of the eleven port areas, tne

use of traffic management reduced the ratio of total very close encoun-

ters to total encounters. In nine areas, the introduction of traffic

management reduced the total number of very close encounters.

Table 6-3 presents the average vessel transit time over all ves-

sels in a simulation exercise. The time in system is the time between

wnen tne vessel enters the simulated port area (enters the system) and

when it leaves the port area (exits the system) and represents the tran-

sit tme of the vessel. The average times are given for transits without

and with traffic management. The first represents the time required for

tne vessel t- transit under optimal conditions; that is, along its

planned route at planned speeds. The second time shows the increase in

transit time due to external influences. The increase of time in system

is shown; these increases are regarded as insignificant when they are

expressed as percentage increases as shown in Table 6-4. This table re-

lates the percentage increase in time in system (average transit time)

for the various levels of traffic management approaches.

The results of the capacity/traffic management trade-off suggest

tnar traffic management approaches have little impact on the capacity of

tne ports at the traffic ievels simulated. An effort was made to make

the simulation scenarios representative of actual port conditions. The
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:Or...ion is tnat zapaci.ty does not presentli Lejpresnt an impotant

-nsiAeration in soecting a traffic uanagmont approacn.
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7. VESSEL TRAFFIC SIMULATION MODEL

7.1 ODEL SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The Vessel Traffic Simulation Model is composed of four separate

computer programs linked toqetner by data files. A summary of eacn pro-

gram is provided in the following paragrapns.

Input Preparation Program

The Input Preparation Program reads, processes, and prepares tre

input data for use by the Ship Traffic Model. The input data consists or

tne following:

1) darbor system layout

2) Reference track line system

3) Initial conditions, (speed, location, etc., of eaci vesse.

4) Maneuvering parameters of each vessel

5) Route information of eacn vessel

6) Simulation time limits

Following the organization and manipulation of tne data, it is

written to an output file that is tne primary input to tne Ship Traffic:

Model Program.

Siiip Traffic Model Program

The Ship Traffic Model Program is a camputerized mode. of a

port. Simulated ships maneuver through the port along a series of refer-

ence track lines at specified offset distances from those reference ZracK

lines and at speeds which may vary for each tracK line in tne snlip's

route. As the ship proceeds along its intended route, in a series of

time steps, it will vary its speed and direction as it normaliy wou.*
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anon t ansiting a port. A snip may move at a slow speed in a narrow

watewj/ or when approdcfinq its berth or anchorage, and at faster speeds

.n .ss restricted waters. Tfle snip may deviate from its planned route,

uit must always remain w;.tnin the fairway boundaries which are estaD-

.isned for eacn particular zlass of vessel.

When a ship encounters another shup, or a fixed object, tne model

Wi. . maneuver tne snip by altering its speed and/or course, so as to

i voil tne otner snip or obstacle. The model uses a set of conflict reso-

.rt-on rules to estanlisn tne burdened and privileged vessels and deter-

%.ne t:'e necessary maneuvers. The conflict resolution rules are derived
:r)m the nternational, Inland or Western Rivers Rules of tne Road, or

ipecia. requirements, depending on tne area being simulated. The con-

riLct resolution rules are described in the model by a local rules ma-

trix. In each encounter situation, the definitions of safe distance, as

aei. as minimum speed, are functions of tne vessels involved. For exam-

pa,, safe passing distance is proportional to tne lengths of the vessels

nvo~ved and wo small snips can pass at a :loser distance than two large

snups.

During a simulation, the model continuously searches for con-

f bcts Detween vessels by examining tne movements of otner vessels about

eacn vessel. When a vessel is not in conflict it continues normally

along its preplanned route. When conflicts are detected, tney are re-

solved tnrougn course and/or speed alterations. The searcn for conflicts

is not unbounded, however. Each vessel nas associated with it an area of

observation. The model only looks for conflicts within this area. It is

possible for two vessels to be in conflict and trie model will not note

t is if tne size of the area of observation nas been made small. A'so,

in order to simulate situations where vessels sail :lose to one anotner

out are not in conflict, sucn as in a narrow cnannel, vessels can be

:aused by t'ie model logic to ignore one anotner wnien tney are on liffer-

ent tracK lines.

rne response of a vessel to a :hange in eitther -ourse or speed ;s

,;,)r instantaneous. The snip maneuverin4 .. oqic includes Second orJer
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response functions to simulate tre time delay nicn occuirs wriern a :IAnq

in speed or a new rudder angle is ordered and when the snip Attains trie

lesired speed or neading.

The physical :naracteristics whicn affect vessel maneuvenriq are

i-.so simulated. Hroor and fairway ooundaries, 3nroals0, and iAa Jb)C'I-.

are defined Dy specifying the reference tracK line system. In '-ne atie",

snips sail para el .o reference tracK .ne segments at specitled Atset

distances. A vessel will stay at tne offset listance inless an ,.

oxccur s. LJependinq on tne situation, tr'Ie Vosse, all. tnen irs~reaiie .

listance to avoid A contlA t. Maximam ofset liasr-ances are spec riet e" .r

cacti reference raK I.ne segment and e4cri vesse4. This effect.:e.i le-

fines the navi~anie waterway for eacn snip. Water zurrent Jirec'm.n arna

3peed may also be specified for each reference tracK Line segment. Vary-

inq currents tnrougnout the haror :an be letined. The efrects -)f -r-

rent are part of trio snip maneuvering equations. Redu:euj visirL.tj, i,,,

to resource instruct ions, is simulated oy adj~asting t,,e aiea )L)IieL-

vation for a snip )r oy a decision logic matrix part of tne mode., an-:

permits srips on one tracK Line to 14nore "nose on another.

At each simulation time step, lata is written to an output ti.e.

Tne simulation time and the number of vessels in tne sjstem is ariutten _.

tne file folowed by tata for eacn vessel:

) Vessel identification

2) Position

3 Present reference tracK Line

4) Headinq, desired reading, reference neading, and rate of turn

5, Speed, desired speed, and acceleration or deceleratiaon

6) Jffset listance, Aesired offset iistance, and oundar/ listance

7) Encounter indicators

6)Extreme maneuver indicarors

The raw tat& from tne Snip rraffic Model Program output tile is

prepared for anarsis in an organized and sistematic manner. The iata ib

prepared in five parts oy twO c<Xputer proirdas iiscussed in tre foliow-

,nq paragrapris.
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1kAet t:,ii ea,:.n snip is i.s,) .. e. Fin&,L./,, t:ie vass i:ln

: eff. -iont s -, ,2a.lated for dacri S.LIAdt iin run. It IS tICLe-I Ai~ A

,easure oif trfr. anament etfc,-iveness .ani port- .afati.

i'aouiaied Data, Print Plotr Projrain

.his .jro~grsm or,4anizes and presents tWO Sections of late. -nese

ire tnie .racx -iistory and rraCK aistori plot. The track :u storl Ls -:ie

fnoeament&. formn 3f output of tnie mxle . it Ls a LIst of tne posltmoQns

r &a. Aaips Iuri -, the simulat ion run togetrier witni informatimon sucni as

-in.p ilent if i.atiu.n, iaaing, rate of t urn, speed and acce~.erat.on ie-

-eleration. This information is recorded for ever' time step in !ine sim-

,i.at -)n.

rnn. trac:K nistorl p~ot is a jrapni.:- represent at ion of tne snips'

-ra :K r.istiries. The line prinyter prints, in 4rapniz rorm, the posit.on



of eachi snip at each step of the simulation run. In addition to thle stuip

posit ions, trio harbor boundaries and theo reference traCc line s/stem m&/~

i~o e lisplsyod. This plot provides a visual aid to analyzing trio re-

iu.ts if a simulation run.

- 40DEL ENHANCEM4ENTS

lihe )o)ectives if the model ennancements oere to lefine, ip-e-

rient, ind :ne,:KOUt .ndit icat-ions --o tnie Vessel Traffic Simulatir.n Mode.

pr jgz as. .4odif icakt ions dere necessarl for a more accurate sinu~At ion it

-ne tatcand fo- associated proolems specific to certain ports, dar-

t~.ar~jtne Port if Now Orleans. The modifications to the mode.i are

--:e riA.owinq:

i, Towtxat witri tc.w maneuvering parameters

Ij onflict letaction and resolution

3) :racK-Keeping

4) Stocnastic variaoility

Alil of tne software modifications are consistent with the orig-

inal simulation model software development. The generality of the orig-

inal program nas been maintained and all modifications are either input

-nranges or options tnat need not be invoKed.

Towboat withi Tow Maneuvering Parameters

Towboats with tows represent a large percentage of tne traffic in

zertain port areas and are significant factors in navigation because of

treir maneuvering characteristics as well as total numbers. Data on the

maneuvering chiaracteristics of thiese vessels was virtually nonexistent

and estimates of the salient parameters were required in o-der to rsodel

: nese vessels.

The values of the parameters for towboats with tows were initial-

11 estusated on thie basis of parameters for similar vessels of
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':1j .ip piCt.es, aitx , aniA ru es ipec. i. i_ :)t Na~j e 91.al

it , : Ase SoI n exp r;,e u- and1 r am i a sr. a wit tr p:. / s 45 v li r )rune .t

a ':et port and .r ndr re i sre prdteveled, sa e r ir.. Sane-c,e

_:ejesance wi:e tne ouues e) trnse Roan.

ee ifraatijns ho :wo sectins of te mode inputs -hnere rej.re -

esimuate oa seamarisip pract oes. First, tne reference ofra_ .

nystem diizn I e nes a esse!' s n te and reatnive postin in -i :ase -

nes was ieveloped to reflect local navigation practices ar :unf..2t i!-

7.ection and resolution. Two sets of referene rac lines extendine

>iLs renrn ef ne simulated area oere developed, one set sor oanund

vessels and one set for downbound vessels. In tne MISSISSIPPI eiver, tne

Jeep draft channel meanders within the overall navigaole cnanziei ani ves-

sels. particularly towboats with tows, navig~ate from one sjide of tne

znannei to the otner in point and bend navigation maneuvers. It was :Iec-

essary to represent tnese practices.

The second section of model tnat was altered to reflect loca.

navigation practices is the local rules matrix. The local rules matrix

ipecifies, for each pair of reference track lines, now a vessel in tine

first reference track line is to respond to a vessel on the second in _ne

event of a conflict. Linder the usual Rules of tne Road, two vessels ap-

proacnirg a reference track line crossing from opposite directions wou.

be privileged or burdened dependent upon their relative positions and

neadings. On the Mississippi River, the water current sometimes
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limits the maneuvering capaility of Iowntbound vessels. As a resu.t,

iownbuund vessels are generally regardedi as the privileged vessels at

zrossinqs regardless of tne relative positions and neadinLns of tne -,,,n-

f-ict vessels. rhe local rules matrix developed for tne New jl~ecns ared

reflects these considerations and nas Deen implemented in tne mooe,.

Track-Keepinq

The model originally operated under tne condition tnat if a veb-

se, leviates from its planned tracK or speed on a reference tracK .1ne,

znen it will not return to tne planned tracK or speed until a new rerer-

ene tracK line is reacned. Normail, tnis assumption is a reasonaje

)ne sLnce, co the modei, tne new tracK is a sate one in s a. Ur-s 5ucn

As In pen waters, wnere nere is plenty of maneuvering room. In a :nan-

-ei iucn as tne Mississippi River, nowever, a return to tre p,.anned tracK

nay De desired. This type of vessel Dneavior can oe expected if t:ne ves-

es are trjng to avoid ODnK efrects, to sa.i on ranges, or to acnLeve

prgper positioning for -nanneL related maneuvers. it is also assumed

t:'at a pi.ot wiil attempt to ret urn to and naintain a vessel.'s most ef-

ticient speed.

rne tracK-Keepinq Logic was modilfied so thiat following corit

resoiuton a vessel will return to its planned tracx and/or speed uniess

anotner conflict situation involving thnat vessel is in progress. In ad-

Aition, if a suzject vessel is in conflict witn two vessels, one requir-

Ing the subDect vessel to modify its speed and tne otner requirinq tracK

ieviation, tne subject vessel will return to its p.anned tracK or speed

i Dotn conflicts are resolved.

Random Variabiiity

Random variaDllity nas been introduced into three lecision maKing

iludues Af tne model. The putpose is t . Simulate minor errors in vessel

positi n and variances in piloting oenavior. Random variabi lity nas Deen

-itrdked tJ tne foilowinq moules:



£

i) The vessel data module of trne Input Preparation Pr)-

jram in order to randoml vary vessel entry time

into the system.

'ne route following module of tne Snip Trdftic Mudei

Program in order to ranuomlj vadr vesse i e';i~un

L ne to initiating a planned course c:ange.

3) The conflict resolut;.on module of tne Ship Traffic

Modlel Program in order to randomij vary vessel ie-

'is- )n time to initiating a :onflict ivoidance ma-

neuve r

.3 MODEL TESTING AND VERIFICATION

A computer model wrucn is intended to simulate real world events

ze4uires testing, verification and validation. Testing is tne process of

cnecKing a.1 inputs, algoritrhms and outputs of the computer programs,

individuallj and as a whole, to assure that the prograns work according

to sped:fLration. The testing of tne Vessel Traffic Simulation Mode- wa.

accopisned i.iring and after tne development of the programs.

The verification of the model is the process assessing tne ac-

2uracy of the generated output of the programs with respect to tne events

5Llulated. For the Vessel Traffic Simulation Model, verification consis-

ted of lemonstrating the simulated track histories would matcn real ob-

served track nistories, within acceptable tolerances, when tne simulated

:)nditions matched the real world conditions.

r.e fina. step, validation, wfucn was Dejond tne scope of Vessel

'raffic Management Study, consists of Aetermining that the assumptions

mtde in tine iesign of the model apply to the problems to De studied.

a~~ the Vessel Traffic Simulation Model was Iesigned to evaluate traf-

ri, management tecinniques, the valiiitj of the model can only, be estab-

sne, ine-, iffi:ient Aata from an operating VTS is availanie and com-

p4ris)ns :an De nade between preiict'.ons of traftlic situations generated

.tn- noe. ind reai worli experLence.

L .H



The verif icat ion of tne Snip TraffIc Model output was perf ormed

o i A.EC's su~ontractor, TNO in -ne Netnerlands. The Dutch are con-

Li~ctA program to aprade Vessel Traffic Services in tne Port of

_Ltterdam and nave zolLected a zet of data using tne traffic survei -

.a. ce radars presently operatiag in Rotterdam. Since tnis datd was oD-

:i'.ned expressly for tne purpose of identifying vessel tracks, tfe TNO

jrganizadtin was able co apply it to the model verification.

The iata :ollection process consisted of photographing tne radar

PPI i.splays at sixty second intervals. This process was performed for a

per;.od of six days wi.n about one to two hours of observations eacn day.

The ti es of observation were varied eacn day to obtain traffic samples

from periods of moderate to heavy traffic. In addition to the radar

data, observations were made to determine the types of vessels.

The model was run using input data prepared from the radar obser-

vation analysis with a simulation output time interval equal to the radar

observation interval. The distance between the actual and the simulated

vessel position was calculated for each vessel and position in time. The

average distance difference was calculated for each vessel over its en-

tire route and normalized to the total length of the vessel's route. A

mean distance deviation of 2-5% was obtained from the resulting normal-

ized values with most vessel deviations clustered about the mean. The

larger deviations were primarily attributed to small patrol craft which

exhibit erratic motions and to large vessels which sometimes stop and

then back into docking areas.

In the absence of measurement data in a U.S. port, it was decided

to exercise the simulation using an extended port area representing the

Upper and Lower Bays of New York Harbor. This extended area also includ-

ed parts of Kill Van Kull and the East River.

The simulated vessel traffic was divided into three groups. The

first 4roup, consisting of ten (10) vessels, was used to prepare detailed

track line plots. The purpose was to demonstrate the capability of the

model to simulate the maneuvering of vessels following planned routes at

planned speeds. The second and third groups of data utilized higher
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r-tffic Iensities, 35 vessels and 67 vessels respectively. The results

-: rnese cwo tests demonstrate the statistical capabilities of the traf-

r-- si.mulation :nodel for analyzing traffic flow and traffic management

: oDleMS at higher levels of traffic density.

-. 4 S:MULATION OF ALTERNATIVE TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

The model was exercised for two problems simulating alternative

:-raffic management techniques - an alternating one-wal traffic scheme and

in area avoidance traffic management scneme. A baseline run wi--h no

traffic management was required for comparison purposes.

The simulation area was the section of the Mississippi River in

tne area of New Orleans between Mile 85 and Mile 101 above Head of Passes

(AHP). Head of Passes is the beginning of the Mississippi River system

.n tne -ulf of Mexico. This area includes three upbound/downbound refer-

ence track line crossings; and Algiers Bend region where precise maneu-

vering is required, was included. The section of the river selected for

Due-wal traffic and area avoidance was the area between Mile 93 and Mile

35.5 AHP which includes Algiers Bend and one reference track line cross-

.he baseline run consisted of a total of 46 vessels entering the

sinulation area over a seven nour period. All aspects of the baseline

simulation run reflected the river traffic data obtained by direct obser-

vations, pilot interviews, VTS personnel interviews and the USCG Data

2olile~'ion Van radar films. No traffic management technique was L'nple-

mented for the oaseline run. The alternating one-way and area avoidance

simulation runs utilized the same vessel class distrioution, arrival time

iistribution, preferred track lines, and vessel speeds as the baseline

run, except as modified y the alternative traffic management require-

me nt s .
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The one-way traffic management scneme was implemented d n an

alternating two hour one-wal traffic area 2.5 miles long. For c-ne tirst,

third and fifth two hour periods the traffic flow was in tne upDound di-

rection and during the second, fourth and sixth two hour periods tne

traffic flow was in the downbound direction. As a vessel approached tne

one-way area it was determined whether the traffic flow was in its direc-

tion and if so, whether the vessel could transit the one-way area before

the traffic direction was to reverse. If the transit was not possible

the vessel would be required to stop and wait in a queueing area (anchor-

age) until the one-way traffic flow was in the proper direction.

The number of very close encounters in the one-way area was re-

duced by 50% over the baseline run. The very close encounters that did

occur in the one-way area consisted of overtakings. The number of very

close encounters outside of the one-way area increased slightly over the

baseline run. This increase is completely attributable to congestion

associated with the queueing areas. The total transit delay time for tne

one-way scenario was 29.36 hours. This delay was primarill due to tne

nineteen vessels that were required to stop and wait for reversal of tne

one-way traffic flow.

The area avoidance traffic management scne-ne was implemented t-

the same 2.5 mile river section serving as tne avoidance area. Specifi-

cally, interactions between downbound towboats with tows executing t.an-

ing maneuvers and upbound deep draft vessels requiring tne deep iraft

channel were to be avoided. At either end of the avoidance area a vesse.

look ahead area of 3000 meters was defined. Upon entering tne "oOK sneas

area a vessel would examine the traffic in the avoidance area and :ne

opposite look ahead area and determine if there was anotner vessel

those areas that, in combination witn itself, would present a nazardous

situation in the avoidance area. If a nazardous situation was projected,

tne burdened vessel was required to decrease its speed to a level, and

for a time period, sufficient to prevent tne vessels meeting in tne

avoidance area.
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wnich are common to simulation models in general. The first limitation

is tnat time and computer requirements become prohibitive for very large

pironlems. in order to determine the risk levels of a waterway under con-

ditions of escalating traffic loads, a model whicn is sufficiently so-

pnisticated for accurate representation of marine traffic will likely

iperate more slowly than the actual events. Second, the quality and re-

kiaoility of the output generated by the model is dep-ndent upon tne

4uality and reliability of the model input. A poorly specified model may

eas'l 4enerace irrelevant or invalid information.

P.T E NTIAL

The /essel raffic Simulation Model developed in tnis study pro-

v- les -in analfticall too for evaluating tne effectiveness of traffic man-

i jament zn impr)vinq port safety and for assessing tne zoncomitant ef-

fects )n "_rarri- :apdcit/. The mole. :an be applied to any port or nar-

oor -nder a variety if trafti: -oading -onditions. The model irkorpo-

_izes A :-'-jr. evel f fiexDn.tiy. At one leiei, vessels -an oe entered

it ::e sistam at various times and places tnrougnout tne port. It is

:iecessdr/ .,) specifl tae vessel parameters and estadzisn its route

e ecti .-v e iecessar/ elements if tae pre-estaDi.isned tracK inc

j st-m. At i ai.ner level, tne entire port :onfiguration :an De a.-

re'. t is not necessary io _nanye any of tne mcole. logic to accommo-

,ae raLn4 port :onfij.rit.ons. nis also applies to traffic manage-

ment. By -nanLn nqertain input parameters, it is possiole to s.L-nuiate a

.ar.et[ trafti- nanaqement tecniniues.

jtnel .ar.atijns n tie iimuation )f vessel traffic 4ou.J re-

.re oSrne n>itf.-iatir'n 'o tne mode's .ogic. rhe Iesi4n f tne _Xomputer

pr 4rams, riowever fj-: .ws a itructared, top-down approacA, so tnat mod(xii-

:it.)'ns t ine part if tie modie, dil nave little impact )n otners.
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8. SUMMARY

8.1 REVIEW AND INTEGRATION OF MAJOR TOPICS

The work described in this report constituted an effort to define

traffic hazard and port capacity, to establish a VTS data base method-

ology, identify traffic management techniques and measures of effective-

ness, and to develop a means to calculate safety and capacity. The cul-

mination of the effort was the Vessel Traffic Simulation Model.

The capacity of a port is defined in terms of its basic capacity

or its practical capacity. Both definitions use the concept of effective

domain, the area about a vessel which must remain free of other vessels

or fixed objects. Basic capacity is the theoretical maximum number of

vessels that a port can accommodate under ideal conditions so that the

effective domains do not overlap. Practical capacity is the number of

vessels a port can accommodate when the effective domains must be in-

creased in size because of less than ideal conditions. The methods to

calculate capacity used in the study produce practical capacity estimates.

Port capacity can be measured directly in terms of the density

(number of ships per unit area) whicn can safely utilize a port or as the

speed/time requirements for a vessel to transit a port both in the pres-

ence and absence of other traffic. Capacity can also be measured indi-

rectly in terms of the number of conflicts experienced by a vessel due to

-ongestion which affects its capability to effectively transit the port.

Traffic capacity measures for these different, but not independent con-

-epts, nave been developed.

To evaluate the effectiveness of VTS in reducing the number of

:oiisons, groundings and rammings, it is first necessary to identify,

iefine and classify the hazards to safe navigation. This was accom-

pii.sned by analyzing available casualty data. Two sources of casualty

lata were used: (1) the MVCR data base for four ports over a five year

period; and (2) the accident data base compiled by the New York VTS

)ffice for 196d-1977. Eight categories of hazards were defined.
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Quantitative metnods of assessing hazard u.entia. .n erms )r

the effects of hazards on the maneuvering _of vessels ander varioua -on-

ditions nave Deen developed. The situations under wncn Accidents oc:

and, importantly, in wnicn vessels are forced to perform evasive .naae'.-

vers to avoid accidents, are measured using the modei and t:.e sever-it' iZ

nazards to navigation in restricted waters are quantified. The Des;,:

quantities to be measured are snip encounters, very :lose encounters,

extreme maneuvers, and tne ratio of very close encounter3 to encounters.

The empnasis, in selecting these measurement tecriniaues, has oeen )n ,az-

ards wrutcn have adverse effects believed to De preventau'Le Dy zra~t:

management techniques. Generally, these encutupass nazardzi :reeted D

topography, traffic, environment, regulations (inadequacies .)r vio.i-

tion), and aids to navigation (inadequacies). Hazards lie to factors

such as equipment failures are usually not included as contributing to

VTS preventable accidents.

Eight traffic management techniques nave oeen identified, lefined

and related to the VTS operating modes. The information requirements

associated with the traffic management techniques nave been identified.

The various alternatives for surveillance, data processing, and dro-

cedures were described and the impact of tne tecnniques on ;nariners and

otners considered. Finally a methodology for evaluating traffic manage-

ment techniques and alternatives for specific ports was outlined.

The results presented in this report show that traffic management

techniques have a significant impact on port safety as measured oy the

methodology developed and utilized herein. The risk potential for a ves-

sel transiting a port was reduced by from 10% to 60% in simulation exer-

-zises depending on tne port and traffic management alternative. The in-

terpretation and validation of such reductions will require further sta-

tistical analysis.

A second measure of effectiveness, the ratio of encounters to

very close encounters, showed sxiilar results. Encounters represent nor-

mal meetings between vessels whereas very close encounters represent po-

tentially hazardous situations. In the latter case, the separation dis-

tance between vessels in conflict is less than the established minimum

8-2
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~.i4: I1SLtare 4'I "ile dtt*Ct.V I'MX~kIriS it ea,:tl V.*ssei 'iJVaLiap. -%e te

it , Ie a.1 II l Latl W I Idf t L at : kianayment -4M z. mde I Ia:. .. e

.,,tep- . d . .tkowl.iq tridt trne i. Jpr u t times :.!Id Ca :ont - xIt re-

.. ±..1potanL .. a..j insat aenco ufltt ei ws red uced by .IJ% toj -30%, agd I n

i tns ri - ),n t.me port an r' t at t i ,naridqtment approacn ut 11zel1. Ag d.,

rezi-ii,-t re4i",e rurtrier !kd/S~ nd valdat..)n.

;it te ults it tile :&pdcti nesurements for all port areas in-

lk:J"_ t;'at t.;Ie t~ieoieticai practi.a, ;apacit/ (.r eacti port area ii muc:!

;::.-te %::an m:e volxme it trartic sflmuated. The percentage :hanye in

n,,suienaau n-enL -. ai. Sa ne .. :rsinicant. Tnis eadS to the

*,)r- ..k fln mat trafr; c manayenment .n i.S. ports, regardless 3f tne ap-

dL ,)an, i- .Kel/ :iave lictie impact on tne :ijact/ of tne port and

s;.ouid not De an important factor in selecting a traffic management al-

.2 H ')F iIMULATION MODELING AS A TOOL

Proper simuiation modeling abstracts the essential components of

i :oncept to provide an accurate representation of the situation being

dnl tzed wnlie avoiding unneccessarj complexities which obscure tne de-

s;red results ditn insignificant detail. These considerations are re-

flecced in tne Vessel Traffic Simulation Model which was designed to ef-

ficiently evaluate system concepts, traffic flow, safety and capacity in

a defined port without overemphasis of less important factors.

The simulation approach has very definite advantages in studying

tnese concepts. First, it has the advantage of producing a large amount

of information which would require many years of intensive data col-

lection to obtain otherwise. Second, data from the model can be gener-

ated u-ider controlled conditions. Third, situations can be replicated

witri variations in the inputs so that the effects of alternative traffic

management tecnniques can be compared without implementation costs and

risKS. Against these benefits, however, must be weighed the risk that an

inproper or unvalidated model may produce totally inappropriate data.

8-3
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The Vessel Traffic Simulation t'ode developed in tnis stjdy jr-J-

. ,ies t capability for exp..nded evaluation ot tne effectiveness ot tr4l-

i management's role in improving port sdfety and i4essinq tne :on-

2omtant effects on traffic capacity. The model zAn De appltti o Any

port or ;1drDor configuration under a hign level of flexiDnlity. At une

vei, vessels can be entered into tne system at various ..Lnes dnd p~aces

tarougnout tne port by means of model input alterations. It is onli nec-

essary to specify the vessel parameters and establisn its route by se-

lecting tne necessary elements of the pre-estanlisned tracK line isscem.

At a nigner level tne entire port configuration can be altered, again a.

perforuing only input all-rations. it is not necessary to change any of

tne model logic to accommodate varying port configurations. The same

flexibility applies to traffic management. By cnanging certain input

parameters it is possible to simulate a variety of alternative traffic

management techniques.

Other variations in the simulation of vessel traffic would re-

quire some modification to the model's logic. However, tne design of the

computer programs follows a structured top-down approach so tnat modifi-

cations to one module or section of the model will have little impact on

others. This feature is especially important when alternatives to the

Rules of the Road for defining the conflict resolution rules are de-

sired. The conflict detection and resolution section of the model

utilizes decision tables to analyze conflicts beeween vessels and select

the correct vessel maneuvers. Other sections of the model, such as the

helmsman, vessel dynamics and track keeping parts will not be affected by

changes in the conflict detection and resolution section.

To summarize, the Vessel Traffic Simulation Model provides a vi-

able means of simulating vessel traffic, analyzing conflict data and

measuring safety, capacity and traffic management effectiveness. It is a

flexible tool providing the researcher with a way to see the effects of

changes in a port system on vessel traffic in a way that cannot be done

with historical data.
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:rle points presented in triis section are Dased )n tie :erltrd.

recAUndeILation t:at tne Vessel Traffic Simulation .ide. snould be reqar.I-

i A oo. ror r uture _ise by tnle 2oast "uari ratrier t:ian ts dn drd i~ri

.tseit-

nhe Vessel iraffic Simulation Model was leveloped to evd._at.!

tratf.c .nanajement tecauiques LDy analyzing t:ie %azard potenti,* and :.-

paci ty of A port under various zonditions. As sucn, it ias lesi ned to

prodIuce lata of a statistical nature. rnis is tne basic purpose jr tr e

modei. However, the model can be extended to the 3tudy and anailsis jr

specific problems of ,-onflict resolution between two )r more vesseis.

iince it is possible to replicate tne Dasic :onditions of tne prDt)lfm and

vary factors sucn as m4neuvering strategies, vessel spacing, route A.ter-

ation, or other conflict control tecnniques, tne model can be adapted

tne following types of proDiams:

1) Evaluate alternate "rrisis" traffic management strategies;

2) Assess impact of traffic management stratezies in specific

instances on other traftic;

3) Evaluate approacnes to resolution of temporary traffic :on-

gestion condit.ons;

4) Study effects of and methods of minimizing tne effects of tem-

porary hazards to navigation;

5) Reconstruct circumstances surrounding actual accidents and

evaluate methods wftich could nave prevented them.

The model has been exercised using New Jrieans for two traffic

management schemes: one-wal and area avoidance scenarios. It is recom-

mended that work be continued in the area of alternative traffic manage-

ment simulation. Aithougn one-way and area avoilance traffic
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.nas:1 ert -tave been iinulatei, furtner a iteratLuns and refinements dould

e -tx,'eX:ted pr)duce ::rie best trade-utr o tween riazarlous ecuuntex

4. ,at ,-nj in -:ie ine .tnd and t zazsit 1elay times ,3n the otner. Jtrter

aipmnent *,:enadios tnat merit attention inlude tne following:

Vesse, ieparat;,jn standards

Encountei predid.tion, coanru

3. Emerjenc erocedure ieveiopment

4 Speed -. nt 11

.'dsse i riva, lep)drtr re oWntr ,

' A! et:Ate rU Ut kng

.::e, Kpolnt :Ctrol

rfrafic segregation standards

Effects it increased traffic

.Jj Effects )f altered vessel class jistribution

Ef.ec .s .)t new iocKJ.s and tac ut.uLes, uridge conStruction,

Iredging operations, et,:.

ipec2 a a., iazardous vessei precaut,)n anai/sis

It is recommended that a uniform data collection system oe estad-

.'ned drumn would extract rel.evant data from tne individual VTS lama

rties. A Iata base, preferably automated, snould be establisned at a

-entral location and consistent data collection and reporting tecnn-jues

Lmpiamented in each VTS.

Tne minimum lata wnicn snould be collected at an operationai VTS

source includes:

1. Vessel position as a function of time. If a surveillance s/s-

tern, sucn as radar, is in place, tis would take tne form of

vessel track histories; otherwise a route description snowing

time and position at cneck points would be established.

2. For each transit:

- type of vessel

- Araft

- size (length, beam)

I. Planned lestination and route.

. . .. .. . " I I I III , .. . ... . ,_b . .. .
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The recommendation for making the model more directly useful in-

cludes developing a procedures manual. A procedures manual would system-

atize data collection, analysis and input preparation for the model. The

procedures manual would provide a complete description for the model user

of what data to collect, how to collect it and organize it, now to set up

a problem, and how to prepare the data and run the model.

It is recommended that the model be made easier to work witn.

Currently, the vessel input preparation process is cumbersome and time

consuming. Development of an input generator would significantly stream-

line the input data preparation process. An input generator would in-

volve setting up a file of vessels with their associated parameters and a

file of routes in the port. All that would need to be specified are tne

class of vessel desired, the arrival time, tne initial position and final

destination point. The input generator would assign the vessel param-

eters and provide all route data, including initial speed and neading,

based on the type of vessel and its initial position and final desti-

nation point. The vessel route file would fill in all of the necessary

data for each reference track line constituting the vessels route based

on vessels' preferred routes.

Although it is possible to utilize the model in its present form

(i.e. as a batch processing computer system), it is extremell cumbersome

to do so. A real time capability is recommended. This would permit the

rapid alteration of parameters so that problems could be repeated with

minor variations. It would also provide a capability for dynamic varia-

tions of traffic control during a simulation exercise. An interactive

graphics display would be necessary for these purposes.

8-7
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9. VESSEL TRAFFIC SERVICES MANAGEME~NT STUDY REPORTS
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1i. GLOSSARY OF TERMS

TERM DEFINITION

Aid to Navigation Any signal device external to a vessel
specifically intended to assist a navi-
gator to determine his position or safe
course, or to warn him of dangers or
obstructions to navigation.

Bank Effects The bodily movement of a ship coward
the near bank due to a decrease in
pressure as a result of increased ve-
locity of water past the hull in a re-

stricted channel and an opposing force
which forces the bow away from the banK
due to the increase in the bow wave on
the near side. This second effect oc-

curs in a restricted channel especif yI
one with steep banks, as the snip is 7
moved bodily toward tne near bank due
to the first effect.

Basic Capacity The level of vessel flow defined for
ideal conditions under which the maxi-

mum amount of navigable water for a
given harbor is utilized. This provides
the capacity references baseline from
which capacty degradation factors can
be measured.

Closest Point of Approach The shortest distance realized between
two vessels as they pass near each
other.

Conflict Resolution The ability of the model to institute
slight alterations in the planned
courses of simulated vessels to avoid
collisions, rammings, and groundings.

Dead Reckoning The process by which a vessel's posi-

tion is deduced or computed trigono-

metrically, with relation to a known
point of departure.

Decision Logic Matrix The set of rules used in the model to

determine if a conflict exists and how
it should be resolved. Also called a
local rules matrix.
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TERM DEFINITION

Effective Domain The clear area surrounding a marine
vessel which other vessels avoid en-
tering. Also known as ship domain and
dynamic domain.

EHU Elementary harbor unit. The basic unit
in a harbor in which the shape, snore-
line, waterway type, aids to navigation,

traffic patterns, vessel types, and en-
vironmental characteristics are as uni-
form as possible. Six standard EHU
types have been identified as follows:

. EHU TYPE I - Open Water

. EHU TYPE 2 - Natural Open Channel

. EHU TYPE 3 - Natural Restricted
Channel

. EHU TYPE 4 - D:edged Open Channel

. EHU TYPE 5 - Dredged Restricted
Channel

. EHU TYPE 6 - Restricted Passage

EHU Matrix A checklist of all possiole EHU e~e-
ments tnat provides a systematic mea.i

of determining tne EHU type.

Encounter A meeting between two ve:,seis in wLL.:n

a maneuver must be iniciaed oy one :
the vessels in order :o avoid a con-
flict.

Extreme Maneuver A situation in whicn a vessel is fore/
to maneuver at tne extreme linit or it
physical capaoilitj.

Fa irway The main traveled part of a dater4a,-; c
marine tnorougnfare, sometimes pr-

tected by law.

Hazard The cause of any indes;red evasiVr vnd-
neuvers or tne obstruction Of cn re-

quired evasive naneuvers.

Heading The norizontal direction in wrucn A
snip actually points or nedis at any

instant, expressed in angular unLiR:
from a reference direction.

L.xal Rules Matrix See decision logic matrix.
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TERM DEFINITION

Mass Accident Co- An empirically derived measure wnicn
efficient relates the risk of accident of a ves-

sel to its draft and mass for a given
volume of traffic.

MCVR Marine Vessel Casualty Reports

Of t t Distance The lateral distance between a vessel's
actual path and the reference trackline
that it is following.

Practical Capacity The actual capacity level of a narbor

which has been degraded from the Basic

Capacity level due to vessel position
uncertainty and vessel domain distribu-

tion limitations.

Range Two or more objects in line; used as a
guide to navigation.

Resource Obstructions Man-made structures or objects whicn
obstruct visual and/or electronic aids

to navigation or communications. They
may affect either shoreside surveil-
lance or ships own aids to navigation
as well as communications.

Restricted Waters Portion of a waterway in whicn two ves-
sels cannot pass or in wnich passing

must be accomplished with extreme cau-
tion.

Rules of the Road The international regulations for pre-
venting collisions at sea, commonly
called International Rules of the Road,
and inland rules of the road to be fol-

lowed by all vessels while navigat-
ing upon certain inland waters of the
United States.

Ship Domar. See Effective Domain.

Simulation Logic Use of the decision logic matrix by the
model to resolve a conflict. Also re-
ferred to as model logic.

Track Lines Straight line segments within harbor
fairways representing the general path
of vessels within tiat fairway. Track
lines ma%- be peculiar to certain vessel
types.
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"ERM DEF INIT ION

"raffic Separation Shipping corridors marked by buoys wnicn
Schemes separate incoming from outgoing vessels

or which separate vessel types. Traf-
fic separation schemes are improperly
referred to as sea lanes.

Very Close Encounter A situation in whicn two vessels are in
an encounter situation and the distance
between them is less tnan a prescribed
minimum.

Vessel Any type of craft, except aircraft,
wnich can be used for transportation
across or througn water.

'7MRS Vessel Movement Reporting System

VTC Vessel Traffic Center

VTS Vessel Traffic Services
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